
 

 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL SOLING CLASS ASSOCIATION 
 
The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be 
effective 27 November  2015 
 
 
Current Rule: 

C.9  Additional rules 

C.9.1 “As permitted by RRS 86.1(c), RRS 42.3 (c) is altered to :  Except on a beat to 
windward, when surfing (rapidly accelerating down the leeward side of a wave ) or 
planing is possible ,the crew may pull the sheet controlling any sail in order to 
initiate surfing or planing, but not more than twice for each wave or gust of wind. In 
addition, pumping of the spinnaker guy is permitted at all times without restriction. 
In this part of the Rule "pumping of the spinnaker guy" means repeatedly trimming 
and releasing the guy by any means. Moving the body as reasonably necessary to 
pump the guy is permitted and shall not be considered to be ooching (see RRS 42.2 
(c)), nor shall any rolling of the boat caused by such reasonably necessary 
movements be considered rocking (see RRS 42.2 (b)).” 

 
Amended Rule: 

C.9  Additional rules 

C.9.1 “As permitted by RRS 86.1(c), RRS 42.3 (c) is altered to :  Except on a beat to 
windward, when surfing (rapidly accelerating down the leeward side of a wave ) or 
planing is possible ,the crew may pull the sheet controlling any sail in order to 
initiate surfing or planing, but not more than twice for each wave or gust of wind. 
The pumping of the main sheet directly from the main sheet boom block is 
permitted. In addition, pumping of the spinnaker guy is permitted at all times 
without restriction. In this part of the Rule "pumping of the spinnaker guy" means 
repeatedly trimming and releasing the guy by any means. Moving the body as 

reasonably necessary to pump the guy is permitted and shall not be considered to be 
ooching (see RRS 42.2 (c)), nor shall any rolling of the boat caused by such 

reasonably necessary movements be considered rocking (see RRS 42.2 (b)).” 

 


